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Abstract: Emergency vehicle transportation is important for responding to and transporting indi-
viduals during emergencies. This type of transportation faces several issues, such as road safety,
navigation and communication, time-critical operations, resource utilisation, traffic congestion, data
processing and analysis, and individual safety. Vehicle navigation and coordination is a critical aspect
of emergency response that involves guiding emergency vehicles, such as ambulances, to the location
of an emergency or medical centre as quickly and safely as possible. Therefore, it requires additional
effort to reduce driving risks. The roadside units support emergency vehicles and infrastructure to
decrease collisions and enhance optimal navigation routes. However, during the emergency vehicle’s
data communication and navigation process, communication is interrupted due to vehicle outages.
Therefore, this study proposes the Navigation Data Processing for Assisted Driving (NDP-AD)
method to address the problem. The proposed approach assimilates infrastructure and neighbouring
location information during driving. The integrated information is processed for distance and traffic
during the previous displacement interval. The NDP-AD method employs a recurrent neural network
learning approach to analyse opposing vehicle distance and traffic to provide accurate, independent
guidance. This effective learning-based guidance process minimises false navigations and deviation
in displacement. System efficiency is evaluated based on processing latency, displacement error, data
utilisation, false rate, and accuracy metrics.

Keywords: emergency vehicle navigation; navigation data processing for assisted driving; recurrent
neural network

1. Introduction

Vehicle transportation is an important mode of transportation that provides better
services and many other benefits, including convenience, speed, and cost-effectiveness
than other modes. It allows for the movement of goods and people over short and long
distances and is a vital part of the global transportation system. The development of
vehicle transportation has significantly impacted economies and societies, facilitating
trade, commerce, and communication and helping improve people’s lives. Over the past
30 years, intelligent transport systems technology has greatly transformed traditional
transportation systems and services. An intelligent transportation system is a technology-
driven system designed to improve transportation safety, efficiency, and sustainability.
It integrates advanced communication tools, sensors, navigation systems, data analysis,
vehicle detection, and emergency services to provide real-time information and services
to provide better user services. The goal is to make transportation safer, more informed,
and more coordinated [1]. Emergency vehicle navigation is a critical aspect of emergency
response that involves guiding emergency vehicles, such as ambulances, to the location
of an emergency or medical centre. Emergency vehicle navigation is a complex task in
intelligent transportation systems, enhancing accuracy and providing better service to
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users [2]. Vehicle navigation is necessary for finding routes and destinations for users,
reducing waiting and travel time. The global positioning system (GPS) is widely used in
various applications such as navigation, location tracking, mapping, and surveying. It is
integrated into vehicles, smartphones, and wearable devices to provide real-time location
information. It is also used in agriculture, transportation, logistics, and military fields for
precise navigation and tracking [3]. GPS is a satellite-based navigation system that provides
location and time information in all weather conditions. It gathers information from sensors
via satellites, which helps to identify the exact location and position of users and provides
necessary services at the appropriate time. In emergency vehicle navigation, GPS helps
to determine the vehicle’s accurate location, track its movements, and provide real-time
guidance to the driver. GPS helps emergency vehicles reach their destinations quickly,
safely, and efficiently, reducing response times and saving lives. GPS is cost-effective and
easily accessible for various data analysis and detection processes in in-vehicle navigation
systems. GPS is used in various emergency services such as healthcare services (ambulance
and emergency medical services), vehicle services (roadside assistance and towing), and
cab services (taxis, rideshare services) to provide accurate location information for efficient
management and delivery of services to users [4,5].

Emergency vehicle driving is important for sustainable and safe road user behaviour.
Emergency vehicles are responsible for responding to emergencies and providing critical
medical and other services to the community [6]. Therefore, drivers need to be conscious
of their safety and the safety of others when driving an emergency vehicle. It is crucial
to consider the psychological and technological factors that impact road behaviour for
safe and efficient emergency vehicle travel to the destination [7]. One of the technological
factors that can have a significant impact on emergency vehicle driving is the use of
GPS and navigation systems. These systems can provide real-time updates about traffic
conditions and route emergency vehicles around congestion or other obstacles, helping
to ensure that they can reach their destination as quickly and efficiently as possible [8,9].
Another important technological factor is vehicle-to-everything communication, which
enables vehicles to communicate with each other and with infrastructures, such as traffic
signals and parking garages. Vehicle-to-everything communication can be used to provide
emergency vehicles with priority at intersections or to alert other vehicles to the presence
of an emergency vehicle in the area [10]. Overall, technological factors play an important
role in emergency vehicle driving and can be used to help improve safety, efficiency, and
response times. By considering a range of technological and other factors, it is possible to
promote sustainable and safe road user behaviour and ensure that emergency vehicles can
navigate safely and efficiently.

Data analysis plays a major role in various vehicle transportation systems, providing
necessary information or data for users and organisations. Data analysis predicts traffic
flow and tracks other vehicles’ locations during emergency driving [11]. Emergency vehicle
driving systems are most widely used during certain important or emergency periods,
which are more critical compared to other services [12]. Driving behaviour such as speed,
direction, position, and conditions of vehicles are identified by the data analysis process,
which helps to provide accurate emergency services to the users. Both traffic and location
detection processes play a vital role in providing necessary emergency services to the users,
which also helps to avoid unwanted delays in providing services [2,13]. Vehicular Ad Hoc
Network is also used in the data analysis, providing an accurate set of data collected from
closed-circuit television cameras and previously recorded events. This Ad Hoc Network is
used to fetch important and precise data for emergency vehicle driving and navigation [14].
Traffic data are captured from the traffic signal management process, which contains exact
details about traffic jams and traffic flow on roads with the help of these cameras. The data
analysis process ensures the safety of users by providing better emergency services [15].

Machine learning (ML) techniques are widely used in various fields to provide users
with uninterrupted and better communication services. ML techniques are cost-effective,
feasible, reliable, and effective for transportation systems [16]. ML techniques are used in
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prediction, detection, recognition, and analysis, which help provide accurate information
for further processes in various fields. The traffic data analysis process is one of the
complicated tasks in a transportation management system that provides a precise or actual
data set for various operations and functions [17]. ML techniques are used in the traffic data
analysis process, which is used here to identify the traffic flow patterns and classes based on
previously recorded data and events. ML techniques increase the overall accuracy rate in
the prediction and detection process, which helps to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness
of the data analysis process [1,18]. The support vector machine approach is used in the
traffic data analysis process, which helps to find out the actual cause and detail of traffic
with the help of closed-circuit television cameras and sensors. The clustering technique
is used in support vector machines to classify huge data sets and produce sequenced and
detailed data for the analysis process. It also identifies the traffic flow of vehicles for an
emergency vehicle navigation system which provides an actual set of data for the analysis
and detection process [19,20].

In this research paper, we aim to address the challenge of providing safe and efficient
navigation for emergency vehicles in the face of communication outages. To do so, we
propose the Navigation Data Processing for Assisted Driving (NDP-AD) method, which
involves assimilating infrastructure and neighbour location information during the driving
time and using this information to process data regarding distance and traffic in the
previous displacement interval. The recurrent neural network (RNN) approach is then
used to analyse this data independently and provide accurate guidance to emergency
vehicle drivers. Using the NDP-AD method, we can minimise false navigations and
deviation-based displacements and improve the efficiency of the emergency vehicle driving
process. We evaluate the system’s efficiency using processing latency, displacement error,
data utilisation, false rate, and accuracy. Our results show that the NDP-AD method
effectively improves the safety and efficiency of emergency vehicle driving and could be a
valuable tool for supporting medical emergencies and transportation.

The structure of this research consists of six sections. Section 1 provides an overview
of the topic and sets the background for the study. Section 2 analyses the related work and
gives an overview of the existing literature. Section 3 describes the methodology used for
the proposed NDP-AD method. Section 4 explains how emergency vehicle data is processed
and false rates are classified. Section 5 discusses the study’s results, including false rate,
accuracy, data utilisation, displacement error, and processing latency, and performs a
comparative analysis with existing models. Finally, Section 6, Conclusion, summarises the
research findings and provides insights into future work.

2. Related Works

In the literature, several approaches have been proposed for improving the navigation
and guidance of emergency vehicles. Some of these approaches have focused on using real-
time traffic data to provide drivers with updated information regarding traffic conditions
and hazards. Others have focused on using advanced communication technologies, such as
vehicle-to-everything communication, to prioritise emergency vehicles at intersections and
other road segments. Finally, some approaches have focused on using machine learning
techniques, such as RNN, to analyse and process traffic conditions and hazard data. These
approaches can potentially improve the efficiency of emergency vehicle navigation by
reducing the risk of accidents and delays.

Yang et al. [21] introduced a grid map emergency path planning (GMEPP) framework
that uses a grid road network for emergency vehicle driving systems. The road-related
data is divided into grids, and the edges are identified for further analysis. The GMEPP
uses a grid page rank algorithm to verify the output values of grids needed for the map-
ping process. Experimental results showed that the proposed framework provides better
performance and efficiency for the network. However, the model focuses only on a limited
number of conditional factors and uses a single weight based on the speed of the road
network to determine the shortest path. There are additional factors that impact it. In
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future research, incorporating intersection information into the acceleration algorithm can
help better understand the road network and emergency path queries in specific situations.
In addition, some potential issues that can be addressed include low efficiency of path
planning, the possibility of space wastage, accurate vehicle position estimation, and better
human–computer interaction for object recognition.

Zhao et al. [22] proposed an emergency steering evasion assistance control method
based on the driving behaviour analysis process. The vision-based driving simulator is used
in the proposed approach to find out the behaviours of vehicles and provide an accurate
data set for further processing. First, the steering angle and yaw rate were calculated
with the help of the distance adaptive driver steering model. Then, a fuzzy controller
detects the vehicle with electric power steering, which plays a vital role in this method.
Compared with other methods, the proposed model increases the accuracy rate in the
detection process, which helps improve the network’s overall performance and feasibility.
This study, however, does not consider optimising the relationship between the yaw rate
and the steering torque assistance and does not delve into the relationship between driver
behaviour and vehicle trajectory in detail.

Wang et al. [23] introduced a safe route determination algorithm for emergency service
vehicles to plan the route and navigate around moving obstacles. The algorithm enhances
the route generation process by providing a more accurate and safer route to users in
emergency services. The results of the experiments showed that the proposed algorithm
enhances the network’s reliability and feasibility and reduces the risk of running into
moving obstacles during the route planning process. This research can be extended by inte-
grating outdoor navigation with indoor navigation for emergencies in built environments,
providing feasible routes for responders outside and inside buildings. The study can also
investigate multi-modal routing in the presence of moving obstacles.

Deng et al. [24] presented a shared control framework that integrates inverse dynamics
and driving intention for lane-changing systems. The Gaussian pseudo-spectral method
is utilised to resolve optimisation issues in the planning process. The lane-changing start
and endpoints are estimated through regression in Reproducing Kernel Hilbert spaces.
The proposed framework enhances lane-changing safety and boosts the efficiency of the
network compared to other methods.

Bylykbashi et al. [25] proposed an integrated fuzzy-based driving support system for
risk management. The system analyses the technical condition of the vehicle, patterns of
vehicles, and driver behaviour to improve the accuracy of route prediction and detection.
The results showed that the fuzzy-based system reduced the latency in the identification
process and enhanced user safety.

Koh et al. [26] introduced intelligent vehicle routing and navigation based on the deep
learning reinforcement learning method (IVRN-DRL). This system is designed for real-time
vehicle navigation and routing, which helps provide accurate routes for users. In addition,
an integrated navigation framework facilitates intelligent vehicle navigation, providing the
best routes to users at the right time. Compared with other methods, the proposed method
improves the overall performance and efficiency of the system. The proposed framework
could be optimised to achieve a more sustainable urban transportation network. To do so,
more realistic features of urban traffic conditions and vehicle behaviour can be studied and
integrated into the system. In addition, using real-world traffic data through collection
and analyses is necessary to bridge the gap between simulation and actual data. Transfer
learning and domain adaptation techniques can also be explored as potential solutions
to commercialise the framework. The limitation of this study is that the model is trained
based on the simulation traffic data. Thus, it is required to be fine-tuned when deployed on
real traffic data.

Patel et al. [27] introduced an Artificial Intelligence (AI) based system for prioritising
emergency vehicles. The proposed system aims to improve emergency services by using
a visual indicator to identify traffic congestion and provide alternate vehicle routes. The
experiment results showed that the proposed approach improved the accuracy of the
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classification and routing process, leading to enhanced efficiency and performance of the
emergency vehicle priority system.

Gaikwad et al. [28] proposed an Internet of Things (IoT)-based support system for
cars in emergency health care systems. The system helps users identify nearby hospitals
or healthcare centres and provides better routes for drivers to reach their destinations,
reducing road waiting time. The proposed framework was seen to improve the overall
feasibility and performance of emergency systems compared to other methods.

Wang et al. [29] proposed a hierarchical state machine for autonomous vehicle driving.
The framework determines the location and position of vehicles, identifies optimal driving
behaviours through relative position patterns and features, and classifies the driving
scenarios for users. The experiment results showed that the proposed decision-making
framework improved the accuracy of the evaluation process, leading to reduced energy
and time consumption in the prediction process. The research can expand to predict the
trajectory and speed of vehicles during lane changes. It can also examine the weighting of
indicators to further improve the accuracy, safety, and efficiency of the decision-making
and planning framework, making it align more closely with actual driver behaviour and
thought processes.

Papaioannou et al. [30] proposed a unified search planning framework using un-
manned aerial vehicles for emergency systems. The proposed method is an automated
planning framework that helps to identify details from 3D-based images. Unmanned
aerial vehicles are used here to improve the energy efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the
emergency planning system. Experimental results showed that the proposed framework
improves the overall performance and efficiency of the system. This research work can
investigate how to convert the generated trajectories into control inputs for the unmanned
aerial vehicle’s onboard controller and integrate this into our current multi-drone task
allocation platform.

Yang et al. [31] introduced a vehicle path planning system for unmanned driving using
the convolution neural network approach. The proposed method provides a better path-
planning process, which helps reduce the computation process’s waiting time and energy
consumption rate. In addition, convolution neural network plays a vital role in prediction
and detection. Experimental results showed that the proposed approach reduces the latency
rate in the planning process, which helps to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
the system.

Oubbati et al. [32] proposed a software-defined network enabled approach for vehicle
path planning. This approach helps to find related parameters for the planning process,
which determine the actual data set for the users’ decision-making process. In addition, it
improves the detection process’s overall speed, enhancing the system’s effectiveness. The
proposed method was shown to be more efficient, reliable, and feasible compared to other
methods and demonstrated an improvement in the overall performance of the vehicle path
planning system.

Cheng et al. [33] developed an IoT-based location prediction model for assistance to
medical vehicles (LPMVs). The proposed model uses a combination of long short-term
memory and deep belief nets to enhance the accuracy of medical vehicle processes. This
model improves the accuracy of path planning by determining the precise location of
vehicles. The results of the experiments show that the IoT-based model enhances the
overall performance and stability of the system. In the training process, the number
of nodes in each hidden layer is limited, so the restricted Boltzmann machine network
learns the compressed expression form of the actual feature vector and decreases the
feature dimension.

Cui et al. [34] proposed a hierarchical framework for emergency collision avoidance
systems. The framework uses finite-state machine technology to identify suitable paths
and prevent collisions in the planning process. The collision avoidance detection process is
important for providing emergency services to users. The proposed framework was shown
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to reduce the collision rate during the planning process, resulting in improved performance
and feasibility compared to other methods.

Based on the literature analysis, there are several problems with existing methods in
achieving less false rate, displacement error, processing latency and high accuracy, and
data utilisation for varying displacement intervals such as GMEPP [21], IVRN-DRL [26],
and LPMV [33] methods. Hence, this paper uses the NDP-AD method for analysing the
opposite vehicle distance and traffic to provide accurate guidance independently.

3. Navigation Data Processing for Assisted Driving Method

The design goal of the NDP-AD method is to maintain navigation and guidance
support in AI and robotics-assisted autonomous emergency vehicles to ensure better
precise guidance and transportation. The balancing factors, such as collision-less and
optimal navigational routes based on infrastructure and other roadside units, are consec-
utively maintained by AI-assisted emergency vehicle operation mode. This ensures the
displacement and false rate estimation in different time intervals. The process of assisted
driving/navigation and location changes is different from distinct emergency vehicle-based
infrastructure and neighbours. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed NDP-AD method in a
transportation scenario.
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scenario.

In a medical emergency and transportation analysis, the accumulated neighbours and
guidance support data are jointly provided through false rate classification. Therefore,
this classification is responsible for assimilating infrastructure and neighbour location
information throughout the emergency vehicle driving time in an adaptive guidance
manner with fewer outages and risk-less driving. The emergency vehicle is modelled for
the distance, and an RNN processes traffic in the previous displacement intervals. The
disadvantage of existing machine learning methods is that they require large amounts
of data before giving useful outcomes. The existing machine-learning methods are time-
consuming, and more space is needed. The proposed RNN recognises data’s sequential
features and uses patterns to predict the following likely scenario. RNN is a class of
ANN where connections between nodes can create a cycle, allowing output from some
nodes to affect succeeding inputs to similar nodes. This will enable it to exhibit temporal
dynamic behaviour. Assisted driving/navigation is reliable enough to be guided by another
neighbour or infrastructure within the same interval of time (Figure 1). This method aims
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to maximise collision-less, optimal navigational routes and data utilisation for medical
emergency vehicles and their data processing operations. The medical emergency and
transportations result in false navigation and deviation-based navigation of reducing
outages due to which communication is interrupted, respectively, then:

∑
T=Ev

(In f , Nei)i = ∑
n=Ev

∑
g=i

(In f )gn − 1−
[

(In f )T
∑(In f + Nei)T

]
(1)

In Equation (1), the variables (In f , Nei) are used to represent the probability of as-
similated data through an independent i and joint j distance and traffic information from
the medical emergency vehicles, Ev. The maximum probability N = 1 achieves high In f
and Nei for navigation and guidance support to the communication, if g and n represent
the navigation and guidance data provided to the emergency vehicle. Instead, Ev and T
is not stable due to j because N ∈ [0, 1] is the varying condition. Therefore, N = 1 is not
processed at different time intervals, T, facing outages in false rate and displacement error.
This problem is referred to as traffic data in a medical emergency, transportation processing,
and communication intervals. The assisting RNN processes are jointly used in the proposed
AI and robotics-assisted autonomous vehicle operation mode of maximum data utilisation.

4. Emergency Vehicle-Based Data Processing

In medical emergency vehicle-based data processing, the collision and navigational
route operations are guided by processing assimilated data from the infrastructure and
neighbours. Assisted driving or navigation processing occurs in emergency vehicles guided
by artificially intelligent systems. The emergency vehicle consists of infrastructure and
neighbour’s information to identify the location data changes to the emergency vehicle faces
outages and displacements as in Equation (1). The probability of assimilated infrastructure
data and neighbour location information in different time intervals, T, without outages and
displacement, ρ(In f , Nei) is given as:

ρ(In f , Nei) = ∑n∈T Ln

∑T∈Ev Lg
Out−

In f+Nei
Ev .C.n (2)

From Equation (2), the variables Ln and Lg represents the location data analysis
of the Ev for different time intervals, T, and the actual location, respectively. In this
manuscript, the assisted driving/navigation expression of 1−

[
(In f )T

∑(In f+Nei)T

]
is computed

using C. The first constraint for maximising ρ(In f , Nei) is N = 1 as the differing section;
this is the location changes factor, and therefore the traffic data is performed based on
the ∀

(
Ln + Lg

)
, n ∈ T. The data utilisation of medical emergency vehicles in T assists

in estimating output for both guidance and navigation of In f and Nei. This emergency
vehicle faces outage detection and is evaluated using Equation (3).

∀
(

Ln + Lg
)
∀n ∈ T =

[
(1− C)

(In f + Nei)
Li + Lj

.− N.
(In f + Nei)

ij
−
(

Lg − LC
)
, T ∈ Ev (3)

As per Equation (3), the changes in location data of the available Ev is identified in
displacement intervals in T. If this

(
Ln + Lg

)
∀n ∈ T is exceeded, then traffic data analysis

is required. A failure in traffic data maximises C, defacing the assisted driving/navigation
and location data of displacement intervals. The data processing model is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Emergency vehicle data processing model.

A variety of vehicular information precedes the data processing model. From the
location data, position coordinates and navigation routes are extracted. The traffic data
provides neighbour and infrastructure information for a brief analysis. From the extracted
information, collision and outage probabilities are analysed. The RNN validates this in-
formation (based on probability) for further classification and error detection (refer to
Figure 2). The emergency vehicle holds the available In f and Nei positions of Ev as
{N, L, LC, ρ(In f , Nei)} post the displacement data or navigation in different T intervals.
The output for the false navigation in an emergency vehicle is In f and Nei, therefore, the
condition

(
Ln, Lg

)
∀n ∈ Ev is guidance supported by the emergency vehicle and is fetched

with the traffic data analysis of the autonomous vehicle operation mode. The outputs
are accounted for as assisted diving/navigation assimilates for location and traffic data
in the previous displacement. For instance, the outages are detected using the displace-
ment process, and it depends on L and N for ∑n∈Ev (In f , Nei)n = In f orNei and LC and
ρ(In f , Nei) for the differing condition in the above Equation (1). Let DT

L and DC
Tr

represent
the displacement of In f or Nei in both conditions in the above-derived equation. This refers
to the collision-less and optimal navigational route output for the AI and robotics-based
emergency vehicle. Therefore, the total traffic data (Tr) is computed as

Tr =
[

DT
L + DC

Tr

]
, Ev ∈ T (4)

Hence, Equation (4) is substituted in both navigation and guidance support data for
getting optimal navigational routes, respectively.

DT
L = ∑

n∈Ev

(In f + Nei)n = N + ∑
n∈Ev

(In f + Nei)n
Ln ∗ Lg

= N + ∑
T∈Ev

LC (5a)

where,

DC
Tr

= ∑
n∈Ev

∑
n∈T

(In f + Nei)ij −
(
1− Cij

)
= ∑

n∈Ev

(
Lg − LC

)
.(In f /Nei)n (5b)

In the above Equations (4), (5a), and (5b), Tr is computed as a factor of (In f , Nei)
and L with C to evaluate the collision-less and optimal navigational routes for medical
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emergencies and transportation. Therefore, DT
L depends on L and N, whereas DC

Tr
depends

on In f and Nei. As per the constraint of DC
Tr

and N need not be 1 but also not 0, provided
location and traffic data in a displacement interval can be achieved successfully. In this
constraint, if Tr = DT

L , navigation and guidance support does not take place, and the
differing constraint of the above Equation (1) does not communicate for further operation
mode in the autonomous medical emergency vehicle. This Tr depends on N = 1 and the
Ln∀n ∈ T = Lg∀n ∈ Ev constraints for the displacement errors in transportation to the
different navigation, T. The false rate problems of 0 < N < 1 are navigated for the false
rate checking of Tr = DC

Tr
+ DT

L , which is navigated as a different displacement interval

of Tr(T) = DT
L

(
T − Ln

Lg

)
+ DC

Tr
(T)∀n ∈ T and n ∈ Ev, respectively. The distance and

traffic in the previous displacement interval, tallied by RNN for analysing the vehicle
information independently and jointly, provides precise guidance and processing latency
in the location data processing

(
T − Ln

Lg

)
as this is the vehicle displacement to navigational

route T instances where Ln 6= Li. At the first process of infrastructure and neighbour, data-
based emergency vehicle assisted driving ρ(In f , Nei) is estimated through DT

L

(
T − Ln

Lg

)
based on N.

Tr = N ∗


(

min(In f ,Nei)n
max(In f ,Nei)n

)
(

T − Ln
Lg

)
C

+
max(In f , Nei)n −min(In f , Nei)n

max(In f , Nei)n
∗ ρ(In f , Nei) (6)

The above Equation (6), the first outages of navigation and guidance support data, pro-
vides a solution of 1 as N = 1, min(In f , Nei)n = max(In f , Nei)n and Nei = 0, and In f =
min(In f , Nei)ormax(In f , Nei). Therefore, it is considered because Tr = ∑n∈Ev(In f , Nei)n

or In f (or)Nei until
[
1 < T − Ln

Lg
< T

]
is accounted. Figure 3 presents the learning process

for displacement and data classification.
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In displacement detection, ρ(In f , Nei) are extracted from DT
L and DC

Tr
matching itera-

tions. This output from Tr ∈
(

Ln + Lg
)

is recurrently analysed for augmenting P(i, j) such
that further displacement errors are identified. The analysis required for confining false
rates in data analysis in the proceeding is Tr ∈ Ln (or) Tr ∈ Lg (Figure 3). In particular,
the consecutive driving analysis of In f (or)Nei for the emergency vehicle is guided and
navigates between

(
T − Ln

Lg
, T
)

, where the probabilistic emergency vehicle displacement
and appropriate false navigation are explained in the following session.
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False Rate Classification

The previous displacement probabilistic metrics N and ρ(In f , Nei) influence the
assimilated and utilised data factors in emergency vehicle-assisted driving (or) navigation.
In particular, the differing constraint of the above Equation (1) is processed in the available
infrastructure and other roadside units to augment data utilisation. The probability of
In f (or)Nei in the false rate classification is estimated as in Equation (7).

ρ(In f /Nei) =
ρ(In f ∩ Nei)
ρ(In f + Nei)

(7)

The displacement process for false rate classification using the guidance information
process depends on RNN. It is used for false navigations and deviation-based navigations
for both available infrastructure and neighbour-based transportation instances. The above
constraints are processed using displacement with the vehicle travelled distance and
traffic data instances. The false rate classification process depends on differing metrics
for analysing the false navigation identification and deviation in navigation probabilities
when the driving time of displacement error occurs. Hence, error detection constraints vary,
guiding medical emergency and transportations procedure through false rate estimation.
The false rate identifying classification using the learning process is presented in Figure 4.
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The learning for false data (rate) classification is presented in Figure 4. This classifi-
cation identifies P(i, j) requiring instances over Max(In f /Nei) and Min(In f /Nei). If the
instances are less in Min, then P(i, j) is induced, and the rest is classified as false data. In
contrast, if ρ(In f /Nei) = 0, then a new Tr is relied on for validation for further P(i, j). The
false rate estimation is prescribed for both the assimilated infrastructure and neighbour
location information by estimating the In f /Nei available probability and displacement
of data for different driving times. The false rate classification P(i, j) relies on maximum
displacement interval (T) and In f (or) Nei as:

P(i, j) =
[

In f /Nei−
(

In f + Nei
Ln − LC

)
× 1

N

]
− displacement(N) + 1 (8)

In this Equation (8), false rate estimation and further process computing probability,
the goal of this proposed method is to balance emergency vehicle navigation and guidance
data to reduce the false rate and, hence, the actual navigational route In f /Nei is given as
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Max(In f /Nei) = max

 In f /Nei× Ln
Lg

displacement(N)− DC
Tr
(T) ∗ Ln

Lg

 (9)

In the above Equation (9), the guidance information of emergency vehicles faces
outages in data processing (as per the infrastructure and neighbour location data), and is
either of N (or) In f /Nei; in both constraints, if displacement(N) = 0, then N = Pr

t = Su
t is

the maximum, and if Patterndetection(Max) = 1, Pr
t = Su

t −Max or In f = Nei. Therefore,
the occurrence of Nei = In f is a collision-less output where the displacement time for all
the guidance information (opposite direction) is given in Equation (1). This is suitable for
all n ∈ T and n ∈ Ev in the above equation. The data utilisation in this proposed method
is available in all infrastructure and neighbour-based information where location and
traffic data are processed, and therefore, the displacement error is compact, as in the above
Equation (1). The estimation of ρ(Tr) relies on the contrary section of Equation (1) and in
the ρ(In f /Nei) guidance information of Equation (5). In any instance of Nei, if In f < Nei,
then displacement error occurs, which again results in deviation-based navigation and
false navigation. The guidance information is updated, and the displacement Ug for both
ρ(In f ) and ρ(Nei) is evaluated in the consecutive manner of In f /Nei to ensure In f > Nei,
as in Equation (10).

Ug[ρ(In f /Nei)] =
1√

2πC
expression

[
−(In f /Nei− C)2

n
2C

]
, ∀n ∈ EvinT (10)

From the consideration of Tr and Ln as an operation of T and
[

T − Ln
Lg

]
instances,

the above probability of guidance information update is estimated for T. Therefore, the
occurrence of either of the instances for Ev in any T is processed for improving Tr, as per
the condition Ug[.] based on ρ(In f ) and ρ(Nei).

In the guidance data update of Ug[.], the objective is to reduce the number of displace-

ment error
[

T − Ln
Lg

]
instances to process the achievable result. As per the final computation

of Tr, which relies on both In f and Nei, the maximising condition of data utilisation is the
achievable output as required, where the previous displacement interval of In f = Nei is
maximum and 0 < N < 1 and ρ(Nei) = ρ(In f ) 6= 0. The process of Ug[.] is stored and
processed in the available guidance of the emergency vehicle-assisted driving/navigation
analysis that estimates the obtained sequences for distance and traffic information. The
false data-identified navigation process is displayed in Figure 5.
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The navigation-assisted driving based on P(i, j) and false data is presented in Figure 5.
The available neighbours and infrastructure units aid the location-based navigation. If
false data is observed, then the Ug-based neighbours are updated with the new data, with
a notification to the driving person. The infrastructure and neighbour location informa-
tion throughout the vehicle driving time is fetched and processed from independent and
joint precise guidance for distance and traffic data analysis, and then the displacement is
perceived using assisted driving. This additional processing prevents displacement error
and reduces processing latency, false navigation, and deviation-based navigation. If the
condition ρ(Nei) > ρ(In f ), then the displacement intervals, as in Equation (6), responsi-
ble for navigation are In f /Nei based on L. The modified Tr is processed to be available
guidance information through Ev in [C + 1, T] other than

[
T − Ln

Lg
, T
]
. This consecutive

manner of processing helps to reduce the additional displacement errors in assisted driving,
retaining In f and Nei to maximise Tr. The estimation of guidance information update,
Ug[.], for all the instances, in the false rate estimation process, differentiates the naviga-
tions based on false and deviation for Tr from In f and Nei, ensuring that the location
and traffic data are available in all T during the data processing. Therefore, the pre-false
rate estimation based on C other than L, the first displacement interval of [1, C] assists in
processing T∀In f /Nei to augment the data utilisation of navigation data processing in
0 < N < 1 conditions for any medical emergency vehicle with different j. The proposed
method guides ρ(Nei) > ρ(In f ) until an opposite variation in displacement is computed,
where different Ev is provided independently and jointly for precise guidance for emer-
gency vehicle communication based on location and traffic data. If the infrastructure and
neighbour increase, the minimum processing latency is attuned in this condition. Therefore,
the location and traffic sequentially increase through false and deviation-based navigation.
It identifies the outages in assisted driving and reduces the problems through false rate
estimation. This AI and robotics-assisted autonomous vehicle operation mode process
under RNN reduces processing latency and displacement error. In Figure 6, the

(
Ln, Lg

)
and

(
DT

L , DC
Tr

)
ratio analysis for different ρ(In f , Nei) is presented.
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Figure 6 presents the analysis for
(

Ln, Lg
)

and
(

DT
L , DC

Tr

)
ratios over the varying

ρ(In f o, Nei). As the outage increases, the data analysis for location and navigation increases
to prevent false data. This is required for providing collision-less navigation for the
emergency vehicle. The learning process identifies P(i, j)∀Tr, observed for detecting DT

L
and DC

Tr
. As the processing in DC

Tr
is comparatively high, it achieves fewer data outputs.

In this variation analysis, Max(In f /Nei) is identified for providing surplus navigation
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information with less Ug. Therefore, the outage induces further classifications over the Tr
and hence the false data is controlled. Figure 7 illustrates the outage and P(i, j) factor for
varying Tr (%).
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Figure 7. Outage and P(i, j) analysis.

The analysis for outage and P(i, j) for different Tr(%) is presented in Figure 7. The
proposed method reduces outages by mitigating Ug from DT

L and DC
Tr

, such that Tr is
further utilised. In the ∀

(
Ln + Lg

)
analysis, the ρ(In f , Nei) are identified ∀ as different

displacement intervals. Based on P(i, j), the Tr is estimated for further classification in
extracting DT

L and DC
Tr

. This is required for reducing outages, and hence Max(In f /Nei) is
required for achieving better accuracy. Based on the P(i, j) for Tr, the Ug is reduced, and
hence Ln, Lg-based extractions are useful in maximising accuracy and reducing error. The
analysis for displacement error over varying P(i, j) is presented in Figure 8.
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The displacement error is confined to different Tr classifications observed from different
neighbors and infrastructure. The multi-source Ln and Lg are validated for max(In f /Nei),
such that Ug reduces. The P(i, j) and false data classification using RNN improves
∀
(

Ln + Lg
)
, from which ρ(In f /Nei) are identified. This requirement is common for Tr (as
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in Equation (6)) for improving DT
L and DC

Tr
assessment. Therefore, Ug gradually reduces

for the recommended P(i, j) (refer to Figure 8).

5. Results and Discussion

This section describes the proposed method’s performance using the VanSim simulator;
an open street map covering the 3000 m × 8000 m region is considered in this simulation.
The vehicles and infrastructure densities are 60 and 10, respectively. An emergency vehicle
is an additional unit operating at 30 Kms/hour, observing information between 2 to
30 min intervals. With this information, the simulation is performed to estimate false rate,
accuracy, data utilisation, displacement error, and processing latency. Finally, these metrics
are compared with the existing GMEPP [21], IVRN-DRL [26], and LPMV [33] methods
discussed in the related works section.

5.1. False Rate

The comparative analysis for false rate over varying Neighbours + Infrastructures and
displacement interval is presented in Figure 9. The proposed method reduces the false
rate by extracting Tr in different constraints. Based on Ln and Lg, the first extraction is
the DT

L and DC
Tr

from which ρ(In f , Nei) is estimated. To prevent a collision, ∀
(

Ln + Lg
)

is
analysed such that the errors are suppressed in different intervals. This rectified Tr, induced
by the learning process, is influenced by P(i, j) and ρ(in f , Nei) estimation in a recurrent
and non-recurrent phase. The first outcome determines the required Tr, wherein the second
determines the false data mitigation. This non-recurrent phase results in Max(In f /Nei)
identification for preventing ρ(In f /Nei). The variation is prevented from (In f , Nei) such
that N increases. The RNN outputs are handled with recommendations for further Tr ∈ Ln
or Tr ∈ Lg extraction. Therefore, the recurrent iteration is prevented for

(
Ln + Lg

)
in

reducing false data implications. For the ρ(In f , Nei) and its succeeding intervals, the
process is pursued, and hence false data impact is reduced.
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5.2. Accuracy

The proposed method maximises navigation accuracy for different unit densities and
displacement intervals. The RNN process distinguishes Tr, as in Equations (4) and (6), with
false rates and without false rate. The collision and outage data extraction and mitigation
are performed in the first representation. This requires DT

L and DC
Tr
∀P(i, j) and ρ(In f , Nei)

detections, wherein ρ∀N is analysed in the non-recurrent RNN. The P(i, j) requirement
and recommendations are performed to improve the accuracy. In the second process,
false data mitigation by identifying Min(In f , Nei) is performed. This validation increases
Tr from ∀

(
Ln + Lg

)
, such that P(i, j) increases. The classification is performed for Tr,
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observing (In f , Nei) for detecting ρ(In f , Nei). Hence, navigation accuracy is improved
by reducing Ug, through Max(In f /Nei), such that Tr with less outage data is exploited
for navigation. This unanimous support for varying densities and displacement intervals
increasing accuracy is presented in Figure 10.
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5.3. Data Utilisation

The proposed method maximises data utilisation for different Vehicles + Infrastruc-
tures and displacement intervals (refer to Figure 11). The data accumulation is performed
for different intervals for varying Ln. First (In f , Nei) is observed for Tr, such that the
navigation is planned accordingly. The RNN operates on DT

L and DC
Tr

data for providing
ρ(In f , Nei). Based on the data allocation, P(i, j) is estimated, such that Tr (as in Equation
(6)) is estimated. This induces the requirement for data augmentation; hence, the devia-
tion is performed without additional analysis. In this process, the non-recurrent analysis
(RNN) detects data necessity for preventing sufficiency. Based on the recurrent process,
the data requirements are improved for analysis Lg and, hence, ∀

(
Ln + Lg

)
∈ (In f , Nei) is

detected. Therefore, during outage, less data is exploited for navigation without leveraging
Ug. Distinct displacement intervals pursue this to maximise data augmentation and im-
prove data utilisation. As the neighbours vary, the accumulation is high, inducing high
P(i, j). Therefore, the data utilisation for collisionless and Ug-less navigation is high in the
proposed method.
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5.4. Displacement Error

The proposed method achieves less displacement error for different Neighbours +
Infrastructures and displacement intervals. The Ug errors are suppressed at two different
instances in the proposed method. First, ρ(Nei, In f ) is mitigated for distinct Ln and Lg,
wherein Tr is utilised for vehicle navigation. If the RNN influences this process, then DT

L
and DC

Tr
-based P(i, j) is performed. This is required for ρ(In f , Nei) identification. Before

this is the data maximisation through recurrent Tr observation. However, if ρ(In f /Nei)
is observed, a new Tr in a different interval is required for handling Ug-based errors. The
second RNN process addresses the Tr and ρ(In f /Nei) problem by Max, Min classification.
Therefore, Tr ∈ ρ ∈ N∀P(i, j) results in detecting Max(In f /Nei) maximizing accuracy. The
instances classified under Min are identified as an error. This is addressed using (In f , Nei)
in the consecutive interval. Furthermore, the neighbour information is also exploited for
improving accuracy and reducing Ug errors. This is common for the varying densities and
intervals, achieving less Ug error (refer to Figure 12).
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5.5. Processing Latency

For the varying Neighbours + Infrastructures, and displacement intervals, the pro-
posed NDP-AD achieves less processing latency (refer to Figure 13). This is feasible by
distinguishing Tr based on DT

L and DC
Tr

classification and ρ(In f /Nei) validation. The
process is performed using the different learning features based on Tr as in Equations (4)
and (6). In the Tr represented in Equation (4), the first RNN is utilised for P(i, j)∀

(
Ln + Lg

)
.

This reduces collision probability through extreme data utilisation. Contrarily, the second
learning process detects false data by preventing Ug errors. In the succeeding intervals,
P(i, j) is pre-performed for the allocation of data ∀ in different classifications. The process-
ing time is shared at different intervals based on the distinct allocation. As the sharing
process is performed unanimously for Tr, the variations are mitigated and such Ug errors
are confined. Therefore, the process latency is comparatively less for the proposed method
for different densities and intervals. Tables 1 and 2 present the comparative analysis results
for varying Neighbours + Infrastructures and displacement intervals.
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Table 1. Comparative analysis results for Neighbours + Infrastructures.

Metrics LPMV GMEPP IVRN-DRL NDP-AD Findings

False Rate 0.104 0.093 0.071 0.0462 12.94% Less

Accuracy 0.749 0.825 0.905 0.9498 12.35% High

Data Utilization (%) 67.93 78.71 87.11 98.345 10.21% High

Displacement Error (m) 7.3 3.21 −1.14 −5.87 8.65% Less

Processing Latency (ms) 821.53 689.98 517.41 330.598 8.52% Less

Table 2. Comparative analysis results for displacement intervals.

Metrics LPMV GMEPP IVRN-DRL NDP-AD Findings

False Rate 0.105 0.096 0.073 0.0466 13.42% Less

Accuracy 0.739 0.815 0.893 0.9506 13.49% High

Data Utilization (%) 68.45 79.96 87.15 97.482 9.48% High

Displacement Error (m) 7.25 2.59 −1.68 −5.201 8.74% Less

Processing Latency (ms) 822.21 685.45 517.12 313.608 8.92% Less

6. Conclusions

This article introduced navigation data processing for assisted driving for emergency
vehicle routing in heterogeneous scenarios. The neighbour, infrastructure, and location in-
formation are sensed by the emergency vehicle for joint processing and navigation support
at different intervals. The assimilated data are analysed for collision findings using RNN
classifications. Post classification, the results are analysed for false input, which is further
mitigated based on navigation probability. The RNN process is classified as recurrent and
non-recurrent to prevent exceeding processing time. This prevents displacement error
using the observed data, achieving better accuracy. By recommending the data requirement
and neighbour information, navigation through the displacement interval is improved to
avoid false rates, and hence the data utilisation is improved. Based on the experimental
analysis, it is seen that the proposed method reduces the false rate by 13.42%, displacement
error by 8.74%, and processing latency by 8.92% and improves accuracy by 13.49% and data
utilisation by 9.48% for varying displacement intervals. The limitation of this study is that
the detailed description of the driving context via vehicle sensor data is still not completely
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determined and needs to be developed concurrently. In future study, various factors such
as rush hour, sight distance, intersection type, and information on human traffic behaviour
will be introduced.
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